
WIRELESS DOORBELLS

There are 2 general types - Plug-In and Battery.

Plug In:
These are not 100% mains powered. The ringing chime unit is plugged into a standard 
household socket and powered by the mains. A clever innovation is the plug-in unit with built in 
socket which means you do not lose use of a power socket. However, the push button is still 
battery powered. So, if your plug-in system has stopped working, a likely reason may be that 
the battery in the push button has run out.

Despite this, plug-in systems require less maintenance than battery ones.

Battery:
In wireless battery systems, both the chime unit and push button are battery powered. The 
advantage of this is portability - you can situate the chime unit wherever you like within range of 
the wireless signal without worrying about being near a socket. This is ideal for garden buildings 
and other situations where a power socket is not available.

The obvious disadvantage of battery powered systems is the requirement to change the 
batteries every now and then, although most units do have a low power indicator.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both types have mutual pros and cons.

Pros:
1. Ease and speed of installation - virtually no skill involved.
2. Installation cost - no need to call an electrician, which can be expensive.

Cons:
1. Appearance - modern and plastic is often not suitable for a period property.
2. Longevity - will rarely last as long as a mains powered wired system.
3. Long term costs - batteries cost more money than mains electricity.
4. Signal operating distance - distance and obstructions weaken the signal transmitted from push 
button to chime unit so not usually suitable for large buildings.

Despite these disadvantages, I think wireless systems offer a convenient and cost effective 
doorbell solution for short-medium term purposes. 


